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TBS2614/TBS2616 HDMI Video Encoder User Manual
TBS2614 is 4-channel HDMI Encoder, it supports 2-channel 4k_30hz (3840x2160) encoding or 4-channel
1080p_60hz (1920x1080) encoding.
For the output, each channel supports “main stream” & “sub stream”. This is helping to adjust different terminal
devices.
Also, it provides abundant protocols. For instance, HTTP/HLS/RTSP/UDP/RTP/SRT/RTMP(RTMPS), to meet different
usage scenarios.
The next, let’s take a detailed look at how to configure this Encoder.
Hardware connection
Connect Power adapter, HDMI signals, LAN cables to Encoder.
Eth. Port DATA: 1000M Eth. Port, it can be for streaming and also can be for managing.
Eth. Port MGR: for managing only, not for streaming.

Log in to Web UI
Default login: http://192.168.0.168 or http: 192.168.1.168. Username/pwd: admin/admin
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Web UI Preview

Status
Preview: input preview.
Encoding: encode configuration and output protocol.
Input: input resolution and frame rate. If show “no video” means Encoder does not detect input, then please check
source device side is playing or not. And also, it might be the HDMI cable does not connect tightly.
Get: statistic of signal interrupts. If input is stable, the number will increase with time.
Lost: statistic of signal lost. If it keeps increasing, means signal fluctuates.
Network
Network configuration. Eth. Port DATA and Eth. Port MGR.
DHCP is only activated to the Eth. Port “DATA”.
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Encoder

There’s trick to configure “frame rate” & “key Interval”. For instance, normally, if your input is 1920x1080p_60hz,
it’s better to encode to 30/60 fps, the key interval to 30/60/120;
And if your input is 720p_50hz, it’s better to encode to 25/50fps, and then key interval to 25/50/100.
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Resolution custom: resolution customize
If the resolution you want is not listed in the table, please manual type in the resolution (width, height).

RTSP

Stream name: /stream01, /mychannel, and ect.
Transport layer: TCP or UDP.
A/V: audio + video out; or video out, or audio out.
RTSP Encryption: RTSP authorization
UDP Multicast/Unicast

RTMP push
Type 1: IP mode
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Type 2: URL mode

The syntax is:
rtmp://username:password@server:port/appname/playpath
For instance, Youtube
rtmp://a.rtmp.youtube.com/live2/2za0-4pgx-c7ha-xxxx-xxxx{stream_key}
Twitch:
rtmp://live-dfw.twitch.tv/app/xxxxxxxxx{stream_key}
Facebook:
rtmps://live-api-s.facebook.com:443/rtmp/xxxxxxxx {stream_key}
Wowza:
rtmp://2012:Admin1998@media.xx-mediaserver.com:1935/8018/xxxxxx
SRT
caller: the "agent" (this application) sends the connection request to the peer, which must be listener, and this way
it initiates the connection.
listener: the "agent" waits to be contacted by any peer caller. Note that a listener can accept multiple callers,
but srt-live-transmit does not use this ability; after the first connection, it no longer accepts new connections.
Listener mode
Encoder as the “listener”:
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Caller mode
Encode as the “Caller”:

Latency
Normally, the latency is set to 3to 4 times of RTT (round-trip-time).
Extensions
Audio
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Audio Encoding: AAC, MP3, MP2
Level: AAC-LC, AAC-HE
Channel: L +R (stereo), L/R (mono)
Source: HDMI embedded or Line in
Adjust HDMI Input
CH 1 CLK REVERSE ~ CH 4 CLK REVERSE
This is to adjust 4k_30hz input for channel 1 to channel 4. Normally, if your input is 1080P_60hz or lower input,
“CH x CLK REVERSE” please set to “OFF” (OFF is the default).
And if “CH CLK REVERSE” is OFF, 4K_30hz input might not be detected correctly (for instance, the image capture is
not complete and the image flickers, or many “green, red” lines in the video), please switch “CH x CLK REVERSE” to
“ON”.
System
Timing reboot: for example, if you set “1” hour, then every 1 hour Encoder will reboot; and if you set 12 hours,
every 12 hours Encoder reboots. If you set 28 hours, then every 28 hours Encoder reboots. And so on.
Reset Encoder: configuration/web UI password/port reset
Reboot Encoder

Firmware Upgrade
Upload “update.bin” first and then upload “upgrade.bin”, last is to reboot Encoder to activate.

Any question about TBS2614/TBS2616, please contact with us:
support@tbsdtv.com
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